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The Mobility Trend
Connectivity sets today’s standards for communication, information and 
transactions. Since 2014, the number of smartphones has tripled, and 
by 2025 there will be 5.8 billion unique mobile phone subscribers, which 
represents 70% of the total population. Mobile has reached a critical 
mass, influencing the lives of people daily.  

Enhance the “Customer” Experience of Citizens  
Public authorities continually aim to optimize the experiences of 
citizens as they apply for government services. A mobile ID would 
give them the opportunity to provide a new level of convenience by 
implementing a direct communication channel. 

Implement New ID Use Cases 
Mobile ID lays the groundwork for new identity use cases from driver’s 
or hunting licenses to voter and vehicle registration and mobile 
emergency passports. The online connectivity of smartphones also 
enables identity verification remotely for online transactions. 

Improve Identification
Statistics show that citizens are more likely to forget their wallets at 
home than their smartphones. Thanks to mobile ID, citizens have the 
ability to store all their IDs on their mobile phones, enabling them to 
carry all of their important identity documents with them at all times.

Identity for the Mobile World

By 2025 70% of the total global 
population will own a smartphone*

*GSMA and World bank

HID Global Mobilizes Identities.  
For more than 25 years, HID Global 
has been creating trusted identity 
solutions. For the last six years, mobile 
identity has been a key focus area.



HID goID™: The Solution to Address 
Today’s Government ID Challenges 
Combatting Identity Fraud  
National economies lose millions 
of US dollars every year because 
of identity fraud. goID includes 
sophisticated security mechanisms 
that reduce the risk of identity fraud 
to almost zero. By introducing goID 
to citizens, governments can provide 
private businesses with an effective ID 
verification tool.

Streamlining ID Issuance 
goID simplifies the issuance of a 
digital proof of citizen’s identity. 
Thanks to over-the-air distribution, 
mobile IDs are provisioned directly 
onto citizens’ phones, saving time and 
significantly reducing administrative 
costs for authorities. goID supports 
the issuance of different types of 
mobile IDs which can be issued 
independently from each other. 

Real-time ID Information 
goID offers issuing authorities a 
sophisticated tool to keep the ID 
holder’s information up-to-date. 
The advanced remote post-issuance 
technology ensures that a citizen’s 
mobile ID is always current and that 
data updates can be completed 
remotely. Verifiers can also check 
when the data was last updated.  

Fast-Tracking the Move  
With goID, governments can move 
directly to mobile ID without the need 
to implement an electronic identity 
project first. This allows them to skip 
an ID generation and still benefit from 
the advantages of a digital ID. HID 
Global manages the integration with 
existing ID systems and supports the 
development of a dedicated mobile 
app as well as the integration into an 
existing mobile app.

HID goID is Ready-to-go  
HID Global enables governments 
to issue their first mobile ID 
after only six months, avoiding 
extended costs for long 
implementations.



Flexible Third-Party Integration 
Once goID has been deployed, the issuing authority can add other entities 
(public or private) to the ecosystem. This enables other participants to 
issue their own IDs. By making goID accessible to issue different mobile IDs, 
including the ISO 18013-5 compliant mDL, governments can pave the way to a 
fully mobile society.  

Facilitate Access to e-Government Services
goID facilitates access to online services that require proof of identity. As online 
ID fraud increases, goID provides a valuable remedy. HID's goID also opens a 
direct communication channel between the ID issuer and the citizen, informing 
citizens of relevant news through push notifications.  

A Reliable Verification Tool for the Private Sector 
Banks and hotels spend several man-hours checking the IDs of customers 
daily. HID's goID enables service personnel to check a mobile ID faster and 
more accurately because no special knowledge is required to validate security 
features of a physical ID.  

One App Stores Every ID
HID's goID enables citizens to have all their IDs in one single mobile app. Its 
convenience ensures its adoption by citizens. Retail customers and citizens 
benefit by having trusted identification capabilities that ensure seamless access 
to, or purchase of, restricted services or products. 

A Flexible Mobile Ecosystem for 
the Entire Society

Return-on-investment
Governments can distribute 
verification devices and/or 
charge private businesses such 
as those in the banking, retail or 
travel industries for each mobile 
ID verification receiving a return-
on-investment from goID.
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Data storage on the phone  
HID's goID stores citizen data on the 
mobile devices and denies direct 
access to any central databases. This 
protects against reverse-engineered 
attacks, and thus, prevents massive 
security breaches and secures 
identities at the highest level.  

Controlled Data Access 
goID verifiers can only access the 
specified citizen data which the ID 
issuer has assigned to its role. The 
security implemented is similar to 
the Extended Access Control (EAC) 
passport security mechanism, yet 
provides better flexibility for multiple 
access profiles.  

Secure End-to-end Communication 
With end-to-end encryption, goID 
ensures that the mobile ID can only 
be read by the goID verifier when 
shared by the citizen. This prevents 
any malicious efforts to intercept 
transactions or steal identities from 
the phone. 

As Trustworthy as Physical IDs 
It is impossible to modify or clone 
the data of the electronic IDs—such 
as the photo or birth date—because 
of the strong, dedicated encryption 
methods used during issuance. 
This makes goID mobile IDs as 
trustworthy as physical IDs.

Protecting Mobile Identities with 
the Highest Security Standards

Safe Distance Verification. An 
advanced version of Bluetooth® 
(BLE) will not require any 
pairing of devices and enables 
verification from a safe distance 
of up to 20 meters (66 feet). 

Protected mobile IDs with four 
layers of security

Controlled 
Data Access

Data 
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Transforming Citizen IDs Into Mobile IDs
Provisioning System 
The provisioning system resides on premise at the issuing entity. It 
interconnects with a government database, to ensure that a citizen's 
information is transformed to a mobile ID. It also allows the administrative 
system to perform post-issuance management of the mobile ID.

The Right Mobile ID on the Right Citizen’s Phone 
Gateway
As the central component of goID, the gateway is a managed service that is 
responsible for connecting the issuer with the citizen app to deliver the mobile 
ID. New mobile IDs from other public authorities can be issued by connecting 
their provisioning system to the gateway.

A Sophisticated Mobile App for Your Citizens
HID goID SDK 
The goID SDK is used to create a citizen app which is the customer facing 
component of the goID solution. It securely receives a citizen’s mobile ID 
data, stores it, and shares it with a verifying entity. The goID SDK, supporting 
multiple data models including ISO18013-5, is designed to be customised to 
local requirements and is available in both iOS® and Android™. It can be used to 
either create a unique citizen app or be integrated into an existing application. 

Scalable Verification Solutions for Every Need
Verification Solutions 
HID Global offers two verification solutions — a mobile verifier application from 
our mobile SDK and a web application for enterprise or public deployment 
from our server verifier. All goID verification solutions safeguard citizen data at 
all times, to the highest level.

An End-to-end Mobile ID 
Solution—with Only Four 
Components

goID gateway connected to the issuer

goID issuing entities

Example of issued goID

goID verifying parties
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Customizable Mobile App
The citizen app SDK, enables 
governments or local developers 
to easily develop a unique 
citizen app. It supports 
multiple data models including 
ISO180135-5 for mobile drivers' 
license or mDL. With the 
SDK provided by HID Global, 
governments can decide on 
language, interface and design. 

Integrate goID easily into current 
ID system. goID can receive data 
from a government’s existing ID 
system, provision a mobile ID and 
and facilitate the management of 
its lifecycle. It is a part of our HID 
Integrale™ software suite which 
manages citizen enrollment, ID 
provisioning and ID verification.



Citizen to Citizen verification
Verification App
The verification app turns any 
smartphone into a verification 
device. The HID goID SDK can be 
leveraged to upgrade the citizen 
mobile identity app to perform 
a verification. This enables the 
validation of information between 
citizens or service personnel and 
citizens. This is a simple, secure, 
accessible way to check someone 
else’s identity.

Citizen to Citizen verification 
This is the most simple 
implementation of verification. The 
HID goID SDK can be  leveraged to 
upgrade the citizen mobile identity 
app to perform a verification.  

Identification for Online Services
Server Verifier
A mobile ID can improve the  
security of online services. The 
server verifier secures access to any 
online service via a web interface. 
The mobile ID is accessed remotely 
by a self-service portal which verifies 
the identity.

Verification Aligned to your Needs

Verify Mobile IDs Anywhere
With goID, identities can be 
verified even when devices are 
offline. This makes goID the perfect 
solution for remote regions.
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